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Do you need a reliable way to feed your fish/shrimp without relying upon electricity? Belt Feeders are your answer. 
Belt Feeders slowly dispense feed, flakes, pellets, medication, and water treatment chemicals just above the water 
surface. The feed floats and is evenly distributed with the water current so all fish/shrimp have an equal opportunity 
to feed. Your fish/shrimp will experience more uniform growth, improved health, and reduced mortality. Continuous 
feeding produces faster growth as compared to time consuming hand feeding. You will maximize production and 
minimize costs since the Belt Feeders are inexpensive and save time and labor.

Proven by over 7000 units installed in North America, Belt Feeders can be used indoors and outdoors. It is weatherproof, easy 
to clean and maintain. Electricity is not required; rather, a spring wound clock mechanism distributes the feed. If service is 
required, it can be done easily on-site. We have a complete inventory of maintenance kits and spare parts. Provides trouble-free 
service.

There are two sizes available, the Baby Belt Feeder has a 5 pound capacity and the Belt Feeder has a 10 pound capacity. Each 
unit is available with a 12-hour or 24-hour clock.

SPECIFICATION
Length
Depth
Height
Capacity
Shipping weight (empty)
Product number 12 hr.
Product number 24 hr.

Baby Belt Feeder
22”
9”
6”

5 lbs.
7 lbs.

912875
912880

Belt Feeder
22”
12”
6”

10 lbs.
9 lbs.

912845
912855
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Features Benefits
Weatherproof construction
Easy operation
No electrical power required
Dispense any bulk material
 Feed
 Medication
 Water treatment chemicals
Trouble-free operation
6 Month warranty from date of purchase
Stainless steel spring

Benefits
Save time
Save labor
Inexpensive
Even animal growth

Improve health
Reduce mortality
Easy to clean and maintain
Prevents rust & corrosion

Maintenance Kits:
For a 12-hour kit, please specify product number 
912885 or for a 24-hour kit specify number 912886.

Kit Includes: 
12 hour or 24 hour clock, Main Spring, Dowel-Clock 
Side, Dowel-Spring Side, Orange Tabs-2 pieces

SEE REVERSE FOR FEEDER OPERATION
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Figure 1.
Shows clock as it is shipped,
coils of spring loose.

Figure 2.
Wind clock 5 or 6 times counter clockwise.

Figure 3.
Shows clock with spring wound.
Clock is ready to be mounted to the
feeder.

*Additional Accessories Available

Instructions for winding replacement clocks –12 hour and 24 hour
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Feeder Operation
1. Lift lid.
2. Pull belt back (this will wind the clock).
     *To avoid damage to the clock, pull belt back inside       
       tray to avoid over winding the clock.
3. Adjust feed quantities on belt.
4. Close lid and listen for the clock.

Stainless Clock Replacement – 
12-hour Clock #912867 
24-hour Clock #912870
1. Remove clear clock cover.
2. Remove 2 brass nuts.
3. Remove the clock (this might require some 
tension, release by adjusting the belt approxi-
mately 4 inches.)
4. Replace clock mechanism (see below).

Main Spring Replacement #912877
1. Belt should be in wound position.
2. Remove screws and cover plate from main 
spring.
3. Remove screw place disk and let spring 
unwind.
4. Remove screw on spring end.
5. Remove spring.
6. Place a new main spring and do not 
remove wire tie.
7. Replace metal disc.
8. Remove wire tie.
9. Replace plastic cover.
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